!• Introduction and definitions* In 1963, K. Borsuk [4] constructed a fan which is not embeddable in the plane. Hence, the question arises to characterize those fans which are embeddable in the plane. In particular, in [5] it was asked whether each contractible fan is embeddable in the plane. In an attempt to solve this problem in the negative, J. J. Charatonik and Z. Rudy constructed a contractible fan which is locally connected at its vertex. They conjectured ([6] , p. 215) that this fan is not embeddable in the plane. We show in this paper that each fan, which is locally connected at its vertex, is embeddable in the plane (see Theorem 5.2) . We will also establish, for fans, several equivalences between the local connectedness at the vertex and other conditions. In a forthcoming paper [11] the author has shown that each contractible fan is locally connected at its vertex, and hence embeddable in the plane.
By a continuum we mean a compact connected metric space. A dendroid is an arc-wise connected and hereditarily unicoherent continuum. By a fan we understand a dendroid which has exactly one branch-point, and we call this branch-point the vertex of the fan. If x, y are points in a dendroid X, then we denote by [x, y] the unique arc in X having x and y as end-points. The weak-cut order , with respect to a point p, in a dendroid X is given by x <; y if and only if [p, x] c [p, y] .
We denote by / the unit closed interval [0, 1] of reals, and the symbol B (x, ε) denotes the open ball of radius ε about the point x. We use the symbol ~ to denote that two spaces are homeomorphic. The symbol R, as used in Lemma 3.1, denotes a set of indices.
2* Embeddings in the plane* A cover U ={U U U 2 , •••, U n ) of a space is called an ε-chain if the nerve (see [8] , p. 318) of U is an arc and diam( [/*) < ε for i = 1, 2, , n. A continuum X is said to be arc-like if for each ε > 0 there exists an ε-chain covering X. A point e of an arc-like continuum X is called an end-point provided for each ε > 0 there exists an ε-chain U lf U 2 for some a and δ in K. If α > 0, define x t = sup {# eUL| CC < α}, then «! g ETΊ and α^ < α. By (7) there exists a cover U of flΓ ι ([0, scj) 
Then there exists an embedding h: X-> P such that h(K)
Proof. Notice that by (8) K is O-dimensional. By Lemma 2.1, there exists for each ε > 0 an ε-cover of X. Let U 1 be a 1/2-cover of X and rj > 0 such that ΎJ is the minimum distance between two nonintersecting elements of U x . By induction we construct a sequence of covers U u U 2 , of X such that U n refines U n _ lf U n is a (l/2) % -cover, no sub-chain of less than nine links of U n connects two nonintersecting elements of U n^ι .
Given a cover U of X, satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 2.1, we label the chains V u V 2 , , V t of U such that inf {x | x e K Π F f } < inf {x\xeKC\ FJ if i < j, and the links of the chain F^ = {U(i, 1), the only difference being that in each cover D n^ we insert, in the next step, finitely many, instead of one, new chains and we require the first link of each chain of D n to intersect I in a nondegenerate interval, while the closures of all other elements of D n are contained in Γ\l.
The latter facts can be established by dividing each chain of JD % _! into finitely many "strips" in each of which we insert, in the next step, a new chain in such a way that we always insert new links on a predescribed "side" of already chosen previous links.
It follows from Theorem 11 of [2] that X is homeomorphic with the continuum Y -Dΐ Π Df Π , where D% denotes the union of the elements of D n and moreover it follows from the choice of D n that Y satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 2.2, and the proof is complete.
3* Fans locally connected at the vertex* A fan X has property P 1 , if for each sequence of points {#J in X (i -1, 2, ) converging to the vertex v of X we have It follows from the definition that property P is related to the notion of a Qpoint or a P-point (cf. [1] and [7] , respectively).
diam(F) = e. We will show that U satisfies all conditions of (4). We claim that (7) if z 6 U and x < z, then xeU, or, equivalently, if x e Q and z ^ x, then zeQ.
To this end, suppose that (7) (6) and the definition of Q.
In both case we conclude that zeQ, contrary to the assumptions in (7) and the proof of (7) is complete. It follows from (7) that U is connected. In order to show that J r Π Bd(tT') is connected for each r 6 i?, we will show that if x, y e J r Π Bd(Z7), say x < y, and 2 e [#, y] 9 then 2; 6 J r ΠBd(C7).
Since x eJ r nBά(U) = J r f]U Π Q and 2 > x, it follows from (7) that zeQ.
Moreover, since yeϋ f there exists a sequence {#<} in U converging to y. Since Ls [v, y t ] is a continuum ([9] , p. 171), containing both y and v and X is hereditarily unicoherent, it follows that [vjjciφjj.
As ze [v,y] , we may assume that there exists a sequence fo}, where z t e [v, y^\, converging to z. By (7), z t e U and whence zeϋ.
Obviously zeJ r and we conclude zeJ r pιUf)Q = and [v, Xi] are two continua in X whose intersection is not connected, contradicting the fact that X is hereditarily unicoherent, and the proof is complete.
4.
Decompositions of fans* We say that a space X is a (q -c)-space if, in X, every quasi-component is connected. In other words, for (q -c)-spaces the quasi-components and the components coincide. We will show that if a fan is locally connected at the vertex v of X, then X\{v) is a (g = c)-space. We may assume that
and U?=iΛ Λ = Λ. Let F be the space obtained from Bd( U^ by identifying all components of Bd (E7i) By induction we will construct sets A n and B n such that (2 ) ^_ x c 4., B n _, c 5 % , 4nΰ,= 0 and A n l)B n = R n and if P n = \J r *A n {Jr\ and Q w = \Jres n {Jr} then P w and Q n are disjoint and closed subsets of X\{v}(n = 1, 2, •)• Suppose A n _ ± and B n^ have been constructed. Since P % _ x Π Bd(i/J and Q^iΠBdίZ/J are disjoint closed subsets of Bd(J7») and J r Π Bd( U n ) is connected for each r e jβ, it follows as above, replacing U l9 J ro n Bd(^) and J n n Bd(ϋi) by U n , P n _ ± n Bd(U n ) and Q n _, n Bά (U n ) respectively, that there exists a closed and open subset H % of Bd( U n ) such that
Let A n = {reR % \J r ΓiH*Φ(d} and B n = {reR n \J r Γ\ H n = 0}, then A n and £" satisfy (2) .
Let (1) is proved. 5* Property P and embeddings in the plane* The main result of this section is Theorem 5.2 where we prove that if a fan is locally connected at its vertex, then it can be embedded in the plane. This result gives a solution to problem 1015 of [6] .
Since every fan is hereditarily decomposable and hence 1-dimensional ([9], p. 206), we can consider every fan as a subspace of P. We start with the following lemma. REMARK. J. J. Charatonik and Z. Rudy constructed a fan X which is locally connected at its vertex (see [6] , p. 215). They conjectured that this fan is not embeddable in the plane. The above theorem disproves their conjecture and gives a solution to problem 1015 of [6] . The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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